
Asmâa is one of the best kinds of speakers out there.
She shares her expertise intelligibly, has upbeat energy,

and can flow in any direction of the conversation.

KIM O’NEIL, HOST OF EVERY DAY IS A NEW DAY PODCAST

Wow! I am still taking in Asmâa's story, path &
lessons. Listening to this episode left me with a

huge feeling of inspiration & aspiration.

EMELIE POULIN, LISTENER OF THE YOU-EST YOU PODCAST

youtu.be/5vG04uGlhZ8

Asmâa provided tremendous value for my
audience. She has this appreciative conversational
approach that gets the topic richer by the minute.

GRESHAM HARKLESS, HOST OF I AM CEO PODCAST

The soulful, pragmatic, and powerful 
Fire and Flow Activator

Through her unique Fire+Flow process, Asmâa I. Methqal empowers heart-centered and high-achieving women who

struggle with mental exhaustion due to misalignment to claim their feminine power, channel their inner confidence,

and connect to their unfiltered raw truth. With her straightforward communication and remarkable ability to unlock

people’s potential, Asmâa has helped many women experience deep transformation and create a life of prosperity,

purpose, and potential. A captivating speaker, Asmâa has shared heartfelt stories and practical tips from live and

virtual stages worldwide to further her mission of creating a harmony of fire and flow in the world.

Ignite Your Feminine Leadership to Serve Exponentially 

Feminine Leadership is leading the way in the new

economy. Embrace this style of leadership to drive your

business forward and lead your team effectively.

Activate Your Feminine Genius to Spark Your Success

Success happens when we intentionally align our business

or career with our innate superpowers. Step authentically

into your zone of genius to thrive in today’s shifting world.

Master Your Emotions to Transform Your Life

Nowadays, we live on an emotional roller coaster shifting  

from feeling renewed to depleted. Discover how to

increase your EQ and build your emotional fitness.

Shows & Stages

Feminine Leadership Mentor Guiding Women
Towards Work-Life-Body Harmony 
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Asmâa is the most authentic and captivating speakers
I’ve met. She has this contagious positive energy that

hooks the audience with just her presence.

RUKSHANA TRIEM, HOST OF THE WOMEN’S LIFESTYLE CONFERENCE
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